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No negatives here!
Acrypol + is one of the most successful waterproofing products in  
the country. The original and best cold applied solution, Acrypol +  
will instantly seal a roof, with just one coat.

Brush applied as a semi-liquid paste, Acrypol + is continually specified 
for its performance, seamless waterproofing properties and fast, heat 
free method of application. Acrypol + bonds immediately without the 
need for heat guns, bitumen, torches or adhesives. 

A simple one-stop-shop system, Acrypol + has a proven track record of 
success. It can be applied in any weather – including damp conditions –  
for general property maintenance and day-to-day patching repairs. 
Suitable for small or large surface areas, it comes in two standard 
colours, Medium Grey or, for maximum solar protection, Solar White. 

System 15 offers lasting appeal
System 15 from Acrypol is a cost-effective roofing solution for both new 
build and refurbishment projects and is guaranteed for 15 years. It offers 
incredible value for money and rapid installation without the use of naked 
flames or molten materials at roof level.

The package consists of a sealer/primer 
coat, a bedding coat incorporating a two 
dimensional stretch scrim, a binding coat 
and, finally, the Acrypol 15 finishing coat. 

The result is a product that is quick and 
easy to install, offering architects, 

specifiers and building owners the ultimate 
in long term integrity and value for money.

As time catches up on tired felt roofs, 
System 15 is ringing in the changes with  
a reputation that continues to spread.

Anti-slip passage
Quartzdek is a slip resistant waterproof system from Acrypol that ensures no exterior walkway, whether 
it’s a balcony, stairs or roof garden, poses a slip hazard.

The secret behind Quartzdek is real quartz granules which are applied over a super-tough, 
flexible polyurethane waterproof resin, all sealed and bonded together with a final layer of 
resin. Quartzdek can be used over concrete, cement, asphalt and even quarry ceramic tiles.

It takes just a matter of hours to dry and can be applied without any disruption to the  
building, allowing occupants to carry on as normal inside. Combining high quality 
waterproofing with an effective non-slip surface, it provides comprehensive protection that 
will last for years to come.
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Give your roof a Nu (lease of) Life
Nu-Life from Acrypol brings faded, discoloured  
and tired looking concrete tiles back to their  
former glory. An incredible solution, Nu-Life 
transforms roofs, making them look and perform 
more effectively. 

Requiring only high pressure cleaning, an anti-fungal solution is 
applied followed by two coats of Nu-Life for long-lasting protection 
and a natural, attractive finish.

Turning back time and recreating the tiles’ original colour, Nu-Life 
removes lichen, moss and fungi whilst protecting against porosity 
and frost damage.

Why choose Metal-Kote?

• Outstanding value for money
• Excellent profit margins
• High customer demand
• One-coat application
• No primers needed
• Requires no specialist application knowledge

• Unrivalled pedigree
• 100% waterproof
•  Suitable for flaking, rusting or peeling  

metal, plus plastic coated roofs
•  Used extensively throughout the private, 

commercial and industrial sectors

Failed metal roofs – massive 60% cost savings
Metal-Kote from Acrypol is the ultimate recession busting answer to failing 
metal roofs. Just a single coat will bring an entire roof back to life for just 40%  
of the cost of replacing it, and without the costly downtime.

In a tough economic climate, it is the perfect 
cost-effective solution for building owners and 
a product guaranteed to give contractors an 
edge when budgets are tight. It’s fast acting 
and non-intrusive, so business can carry on 
as normal with no drop in productivity during 
application – including the most sterile of 

environments, such as laboratories, medical 
buildings and food preparation areas. Even 
tears in the metal can be made as good as 
new with one simple application.
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